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550 Timer
TIME ON YOUR HANDS ! With the monolithic integrated

circuit 555 you can get accurate timing ranges of micro seconds
to hours, independent of supply voltage variations. This versatile
device has a large number of interesting practical applications,
especially for electronic hobbyists.

Basically, the 555 timer is a highly stable integrated circuit
capable of functioning as an accurate time-delay generator and
as a free running multivibrator. When used as an oscillator the
frequency and duty cycle are accurately controlled by only two
external resistors and a capacitors. The circuit may be triggered
and reset on falling wave forms. Its prominent features are
summarized below : 

* Timing from micro seconds through hours.

* Monostable and astable operation

* Adjustable duty cycle

* Ability to operate from a wide range of supply voltages.

* Output compatible with CMOS, DTL and TTL (when used
with a 5 volt supply)

* High current output can sink or source 200 mA

* Trigger and reset inputs are logic compatible

* Output can be operated normal on and normal off

* High temperature stability

Let us see the make-up and operation of the 555 IC and see
how the various features can be developed into practical circuits.

The 555 is available in 8-pin and 14-pin dual-in-line packages
or in a circular TO-99 metal can with eight leads. Pin connec-
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TO-99

Fig. 1. Pin Connections For The 555 Timer. (TOP-VIEWS)

tions for various packages are shown in Fig. I. The SE and NE
versions are similar except for maximum temperature ratings.
The precision type SE maintains its essential characteristics over
a temperature range of —55° C to +125° C while the general
purpose type NE operates reliably only over a range of 0° C to
70°C. Some manufactures use the suffix C to indicate the
commercial version for general purpose applications. Both types
have a maximum rating of 18 volts and can handle power dissi-
pation of upto 600 mW.

The 556 is a dual timer which is basically two 555's in a single
package.

Comprising of 23 transistors, 2 diodes and 16 resistors,
(fig. 2} the 555 has built-in compensation for component tolerance
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and temperature drift resulting in a temperature coefficient of only
25 parts per million per degree Centigrade.

Fig. 2. 555 Timer Schematic Diagram.

CT

Fig. 3. Functional Block Diagram.

OPERATION

A functional block diagram of timer is shown in Fig, 3. The
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device consists of two comparators*, two control transistors, a 
flip-flop and a buffered output stage. The reference/Voltages for
the two comparators inside the 555 are developed across a voltage
divider consisting of three equal resistors R of 5K ohms each.
The threshold comparator is referenced at 2/3 V c c and the trigger
comparator is referenced at 1/3 Vcc. The two comparators control
the flip-flop, which, in turn controls the state of the output.
When the timer is in the quiescent state, the internal transistor
TI is conducting and represents a short circuit across timing
capacitor CT.. The level of the output terminal is low.

In most practical circuits, the-voltage on pin. 2 is held above
the trigger point by a resistor connected to Vcc. When a negat ive-
going trigger pulse on pin 2 causes the potential at this point to fall
below 1/3 Vcc, the trigger comparator switches the flip-flop, cutting
off T1 and forcing the output level high to a value slightly below
Vcc- Capacitor CT now starts to charge and the voltage across
it rises exponentially until it reaches 2/3 Vcc- At this point, the
threshold comparator resets the flip-flop and the output returns to

TIME DELAY
Fig. 4. Delay Times For Different Values Of Resistors And Capacitors

* A comparator is an op-amp that compares an input voltage and
indicates weather the input is higher or lower than the reference voltage,
when the input swings slightly above the reference value, the op-amp's
output swings into saturation. At the instant the input drops below
The reference level, the op-amp's output swings into reverse saturation.
The output changes state when the input rises above or drops below the
reference voltage level by only a few hundred microvolts.
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its low state-just slightly above ground. Transistor T1 is turned
ON, discharging CT so that it is ready for the next timing period.
Once triggered, the circuit cannot respond to additional triggering
until the timed interval has elapsed.

The delay period—the time that the output is high—in seconds 
is 1.1 RT CT, where RT is in ohms and CT in farads. Figure 4 
shows how delays running from 10 micro seconds to 10 seconds
can be obtained by selecting appropriate values of CT and RT in
the .001 mF to 100 mF and 1 K to 10 megohms ranges. In practice
RT should not exceed 20 megohms. When you use an electro¬
lytic capacitor for CT, select a unit for low leakage. The time
delay may have to be adjusted by varying the value of RT to com¬
pensate for the very wide tolerance of electrolytics.

An important feature to be noted here is that 555, unlike
many RC timers, provides a timed interval that is virtually inde-
pendent of supply voltage Vcc. This is because the charge rate of
CT and the reference voltages to the threshold comparator and
trigger comparator are all directly proportional to the supply
voltage. Operating voltage can range from 4.5 volts to a maxi-
mum of 18 volts.

Feeding the Load

We have seen how the timed interval or delay is obtained.
Now let us see how we can use it. A look at the output circuit
(T3 and T4 in Fig. 2) shows it to be a quasi complementary trans-
formerless arrangement similar to many audio output stages.
Furthermore, we know that in this type of circuit, one side of the
load goes to the emitter-collector junction of the output transis-
tors and the other side of the load can be connected to 'Vcc or to
ground. The same applies to the load connected to the 555.
Output pulses developed across load RL can be obtained directly
from pin 3.

When the load is collected to VCC, a considerable amount of
current flows through the load into terminal 3 when the output
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is low. Similarly when the output is high, the current through
the load is quite small. Conditions are reversed when the load is
returned to ground. In this case, output current through the
load is maximum when the output potential is high and minimum
when the output is low. The maximum current at terminal 3 is
200 mA when it is used as a current source or current sink.

Driving a Relay

A relay can be substituted for RL in applications where the
delay or timed interval is longer than 0.1 second. The relay
should be a DC type with a coil operating at about Vcc and not
drawing more than 200 mA. Figure 5 shows a simple manual
timer with the two optional connections for the relay.

+ 5 to I5V

Fig, 5. Relay Timer Showing Two Optional Connections.

You must be careful when connecting an inductive load such
as a relay to the output of the 555 or any other solid-state device.
When the current through an inductive load is interrupted, the
collapsing magnetic field generates a high reverse emf (transient
voltage) that can damage the device. The solution to this
problem is to connect a diode (D1 or D3) across the relay coil so
that it conducts and absorbs the transient. Note that the diode
must be connected so it is reverse biased in normal operation.

Diode D2 must be inserted in series with the relay coil when
it is connected between the output terminal and ground. Other-
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wise, a voltage equal to one diode-junction drop will appear at pin
3 and may cause the timer to latch up.

Triggering

As staled earlier, in most practical circuits, the trigger
terminal is generally returned to Vcc through a resistor of about
22kW. However, the simplest method of triggering a 555 is to
momentarily ground the terminal. This is OK as long as the
ground is removed before the end of the timed interval. Thus, if
the device is used in a photo-timer application, as in Fig. 5,
tapping push button SI is sufficient to trigger the circuit and start
the timer.

In many applications, the 555 must be triggered by a 
pulse. The amplitude and minimum pulse width required for
triggering are dependent on temperature and supply voltage.
Generally, the current required for triggering is about 0.5 mA for a 
period of 0.1 ms. Triggering-voltage ranges from 1.67 volts when
VCC is 5 volts to 5 volts when VCC is 15 volts.

The triggering circuit is quite sensitive and can be activated by
simply touching the terminal with a finger or bringing your hand
close to a length of wire fastened to pin 2.

Resetting

Once a timed cycle has been initiated by a negative-going
pulse on pin 2, the circuit is immune to further trigger until the
cycle has been completed. However, the timed cycle can be inter¬
rupted by grounding the reset terminal (pin 4} or applying a 
negative-going reset pulse to it. The reset pulse causes timing
capacitor C1 to be discharged and the output to return to its
quiescent low state. Reset voltage is typically 0.7 volt and reset
current is 0.1 mA. When the reset terminal is not being used, it
should be connected to VCC.

The Control Terminal

The 2/3 VCC point on the internal voltage divider Is brought out
to pin 5—the control terminal. The timing cycle can be modified
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by applying a DC control voltage to pin 5. This permits manual
or electronic remote control of the timed interval.

The control terminal is seldom used when the timer is opera-
ted in the monstable mode and should be grounded through a 
0.01 mF capacitor to prevent the timed interval from being affected
by pickup of a stray AC or RF signal.

When the timer is operated as an oscillator in the astable
mode, the generated signal can be frequency modulated or pulse-
width modulated by applying a variable DC control voltage to
pin 5.

Monostable Operation

In this mode of operations the timer acts as a one shot.
Details of the external connections and the wave-forms are shown
in Fig. 6. The external timing capacitor CT is held initially dis-
charged by the transistor (T1 in Fig. 2) inside the timer. Upon
application of a negative pulse to pin 2, the flip-flop is set which
releases the short circuit across the external capacitor and drives
the output high. The voltage across the capacitor, now, rises ex-
ponentially with the time constant RT CT. When the voltage across
the capacitor equals 2/3 Vc c , the threshold comparator resets the
flip-flop which, in turn, discharges the capacitor rapidly and drives
the output to its low state. The circuit rests in this state till the
arrival of next pulse.

. + 5V to 15V

Fig. 6. Monostable Hookup For 555
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